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Human Needs

Introduction

Social work has long been concerned with the respective roles of the social work profession and the social welfare system in addressing human needs. Social workers engage in needs assessment together with client systems. They provide and advocate for the needs of clients, as well enabling and empowering clients and communities to address their needs. They also advocate for social welfare benefits and services and overall social policies which take human needs into account. Recognizing the centrality of human needs, the preamble of the Code of Ethics of the National Association of Social Workers (see National Association of Social Workers 1996 in General Overviews) states: “The primary mission of the social work profession is to
enhance human well-being and help meet the basic human needs of all people, with particular attention to the needs and empowerment of people who are vulnerable, oppressed, and living in poverty.” However, explicit ethical content was not present in earlier Codes of Ethics of the National Association of Social Workers. Furthermore, until very recently little published literature in peer reviewed journals has human needs theories to guide models of social work practice or inform social work research. Universalistic assumptions about human needs have long been found within social work’s literature on human development (see Jani and Reisch 2011 in General Overviews). However, these assumptions were often inexplicit. They did not fully utilize theories of human need, which have long recognized that although human needs may be universal, they are addressed in culturally and environmentally specific manners. Also, in practice, social worker have often conflated human needs with the need for the services or benefits available at any one time. This bibliography will explore the history and evolution of the interdisciplinary body of human needs theory and research on which social work has drawn historically, with special attention to the recent surge in interest in human needs theories. In doing so, the entry will discuss a number of key debates that have arisen regarding needs, including whether they are universal or specific to particular cultures, what is the relationship between human needs, human rights and social justice, and how to reconcile theories of human needs and of human capabilities.

**General Overviews**

*Common Human Needs* was the title of one of social work’s foundational books (Towle 1945), although the work’s primary focus was on human development rather than on human needs. The inclusion of ethics content on human needs was first proposed by a committee chaired by Frederic G. Reamer, who contended elsewhere that human needs concepts reinforced social work's long-standing practice commitment to meeting basic needs (Reamer 1998). Other than James Ife’s 1980 dissertation and the extensive early work of David G. Gil 1992, it was not until the 21st century that literature began to more fully discuss human needs. The first entry on human needs in the Encyclopedia of Social Work relied primarily upon an interdisciplinary literature base (Dover and Joseph 2008). In more recent work Ife (2013) expanded upon previous recognition of the value of discourse on the relationship of needs and rights (2002). In the first peer-reviewed article on human needs to appear in a major social work journal, Jani and Reisch (2011) critiqued implicit universalist assumptions about human needs found in the social work literature. The authors also, however, set the stage for future debates in social work by presenting a model for incorporating critical thinking about human needs into theories of social work practice and human development.

The authors provide an overview of needs concepts in social work. They cover theories of human needs that have been used in social work education, practice, and research and in social welfare policy. They discuss the relevance of human needs for social work values and ethics and for social and political action.


Explains that universal human needs are products of biology but also of affect and are affected by cultural and social evolution, ensuring change over time in their nature. Human rights have evolved in response to needs. Human rights are socially constructed and vary among human groups.


This dissertation-based article contends services are often designed based upon a needs assessment human needs, with the nature of human needs themselves being relatively undefined and requiring further conceptual development.


Points out that social justice is often discussed in terms of need, and this is fundamental for social policy and planning. Presents a new approach to need definition, using normative and descriptive needs statements. Stresses the gives centrality of discourse on needs for defining and articulating rights.


Notes that Towle’s Common Human Needs (1945) posited both universal needs and the culturally specific social contexts. Contended there have been underlying universalistic assumptions about human needs within human behavior theory. Draws on psychoanalytic and ego psychology to posit six aspects of human need that can inform social work practice.


The primary mission of social work as a profession is to “enhance human well-being” and also to “help meet the basic human needs of all people.”

Identifies common human needs as a well-established concept that reinforces social work's historical commitments to meeting basic needs and enhancing well-being.


This text for public sector human service workers stresses the interrelatedness of various human needs such as food, clothing and housing, required for physical health and mental health. Adopts a hierarchical perspective, in which dependency needs vary across the life course and are necessary to achieve independence.

**Historical Background**

Early on in the evolution of social work as a profession, the use of needs concepts was inescapable, given the enormity of unmet basic needs at the time. Unmet individual and family needs resulted in the recognition of social needs that required urgent responses from the charitable and public sectors. However, debates about human needs were not explicitly theorized, other than as part of larger debates about the relative importance to be placed upon meeting material needs and psychological needs. Then as now there was confusion between service needs (services and benefits) and human needs (for which services and benefits and other forms of social intervention should be developed). Midway through the 20th century early psychological theories of human need such as those of Maslow 1943 (see Psychological Theories section below) provided an incipient basis for the introduction of needs concepts into social work. At the same time articles 23 and 25 of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, promulgated by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948, stressed rights for just remuneration for work and for social protections that together ensure human dignity and provide an adequate standard of living. As a result of this social scientific and political recognition of the centrality of basic needs, as of the early 1950s it was at first taken for granted that concepts of human needs were central for modern social work practice and education (Bisno 1952, see Postwar Discussion below). However, during the McCarthy period controversy was produced by Towle’s *Common Human Needs* (see Towle 1056 and Posner 1995 in Early History below). Also, by the late 1950s Kahn 1957 (see Postwar Discussion section) sees human needs theory as insufficiently developed to serve as the basis for modern social work, which turned instead to ecological systems theory.

**Early History of Social Work Use of the Concept of Human Needs**
As Bremner 1956 points out, the concept of human needs tends to be periodically rediscovered, as the ambivalent history of social work's usage suggests. The early history of the use of the concept of human needs in social work was traced by the dissertation of Barbara Hunter Randall Joseph (Joseph 1986). Needs concepts were explicit in the work of early British social welfare figures, such as Booth 1902. In the United States, Edward Thomas Devine focused mainly on service needs but also introduced what has been a long-standing debate about the extent to which needs can be met within the present socioeconomic system (Devine 1909). Mary Ellen Richmond's approach to casework clearly distinguished between economic needs and expressed needs of clients (Richmond 1922). Bertha Capen Reynolds supported the growing focus on client self-determination but worried that it could result in social work or societal neglect of basic human needs (Reynolds 1973). The revised edition of Towle’s Common Human Needs (Towle 1957), published by the National Association of Social Workers in the wake of the destruction by the federal government of the original plates for the book, removed a controversial passage noted by Posner (1995). Arguably, the concept of human needs was politicized during the McCarthy period, reducing its perceived value for informing social work theory and practice.


This work of early British social work strongly influenced needs concepts, especially the basic requirements for human nutrition.


Points out that human needs as a concept was pioneered by social work but that each age discovers or thinks it has discovered needs anew.


Stresses the concept of service needs, not human needs, but also stresses that some needs could be met within the present economic system without revolutionary changes.


Concludes that no unified concept of needs was defined in early social work. References to needs ranged from needy to neediness to needful to in need.

Portrays the history of news media and Congressional criticism of Towle’s *Common Human Needs*.


First published in 1934. Reynolds was concerned that relationship-centered approaches centered on client wants rather than needs raised the possibility of a loss of focus on responsibility for the outcome of work with clients.


Richmond saw people as interdependent rather than dependent beings. She placed greater emphasis on growth in personality than was the case with her earlier emphasis on the details of social diagnosis in relation to economic and social needs.


Identifies human needs, such as an impulse to survive and a need to feel secure. Towle goes on to detail the nature of human needs in relationship to various developmental stages.

**Psychological Theories Influencing Social Work History**

By the mid-1940s the field of psychology had produced two conceptualizations of human motivations and needs (Murray, et al. 1938; Maslow 1943). Abraham H. Maslow's 1943 theory was based upon a hierarchy of need and was influenced by the earlier work of Henry Alexander Murray 1938. Maslow later added self-transcendence to his hierarchy of needs (Koltko-Rivera 2006; Maslow 1971). Simultaneously, Kurt Lewin's field theory was being developed (Lewin 1947a, Lewin 1947b). Its theoretical framework was consistent with social work's historical emphasis on the relationship of the individual and the social environment. However, Maslow warned at the time that field theory was no replacement for needs theory (Maslow 1943). Hearn 1958 used field theory to develop general systems theory, later the foundation of the ecosystems perspective. Although Maslow’s theories have continued to be briefly mentioned in many social work texts, there is little incorporation of needs concepts in social work practice models.

Hearn's theory-building expertise was used during the late 1950s to provide an alternative to human needs theory as the conceptual foundation for modern social work. Hearn relied on Kurt Lewin's field theory (Lewin 1947a, Lewin 1947b) to develop general systems theory, one theoretical foundation for social work's ecosystems perspective.


Discusses the widely ignored identification by Abraham H. Maslow of self-transcendence as a step above self-actualization in his hierarchy of need (see Maslow 1971).


Lewin recognizes the dynamic relationship of individuals to their social environment. He stresses the structural properties of the parts of a dynamic social field rather than the structural properties of the individuals who are subparts of the field. He deemphasizes sociological theories of social structure and psychological theories of human needs.


Lewin theorizes that resources flow to social fields through channels that have gates and gatekeepers. Both objective and subjective processes impact on social problems, but Lewin stresses the relationship between scientific and moral aspects of social problems and stresses the role of power.


Maslow stresses that while human needs are universal, there are culturally different preferences. He warns that field theory should not be a substitute for needs theory.


According to Koltko-Rivera 2006, Maslow here amends his hierarchy of needs to include self-transcendence.

Distinguishes latent and manifest needs and conceptualizes several needs, including achievement, affiliation, and power. Murray's needs-press model and other work influenced Maslow.

Post–World War II Social Work Discussion

In postwar Britain human needs concepts remained an important foundation for both social work and social welfare (Graham 1951). In the United States, as of the early 1950s, human needs content was seen as essential for social work education (Bisno 1952, Boehm 1956, Boehm 1958, Stroup 1953). Bisno 1952 recognized early on what has been a persistent human needs theory dilemma, namely, how much stress to place on common human needs and human similarities rather than on human individual and cultural differences. Functionalist theories of social welfare envisioned a social welfare system based upon an integrative view of human needs (Wilensky and Lebeaux 1958). However, by the late 1950s, although he recognized that an integrative view of needs was important for social work, Alfred J. Kahn 1957 concluded that, given the relatively undeveloped state of human needs theory, there was little choice but to define human needs within specific societal contexts. However, Kahn 1959 admitted that there was still potential for later human needs theory development relevant to social work.


Social science has alternatively stressed either human similarities or human differences. Social work should recognize both shared common needs and unique individual needs and desires.


Argues that human needs content should be an important aspect of social work education.


Points out that social work was recognized as a profession because it both meets human needs and carries out a social control function.

Proposes that levels of human needs satisfaction, if adequately theorized, could provide an alternative to the means test for judging the utility of social policies and social services.


Says that social work research on human needs was basic to social policy. But Kahn felt that conceptual problems with the concept of needs remained. He saw human needs as defined and satisfied within specific social-economic-political-cultural situations.


Argues that an integrative view of needs should be applied to social work (see Wilensky and Lebeaux 1958), although he saw needs theory per se as too undeveloped. Social work might later consider how universal biological drives are converted into motives and eventually into needs.


Of seven basic areas for introductory courses in social work, one should be the nature of human needs.


Argues that functional generalization tied to an integrative view of human needs is required for an advanced system of social welfare, although it is not a necessary condition for defining the boundaries of the existing social welfare system.

Theories and Approaches

The nature of human needs has been a subject of philosophical, theological, and scientific speculation since the early Greeks. In recent decades, advances in human need theory have drawn primarily on contributions from the field of philosophy. There has been growing philosophical acceptance of the centrality of universal needs concepts for moral and political philosophy. These works have included a number of important debates arising from Marxian, neo-Marxian, and feminist approaches, as well as capability theory and other political economic theories. Most recently two formal theories of human needs and psychological needs have been promulgated: the theory of human needs (THN) of Doyal and Gough (1991) and the
self-determination theory (SDT) of Deci and Ryan (2000). Both seek to move beyond the perceived theoretical limitations of the work of Maslow 1943. These and other theories of human needs have been widely used in other helping professions, including most notably nursing. The role of religion and spirituality in relationship to human needs has also produced a substantial amount of literature.


Explains self-determination theory and its contention that there are universal psychological needs, including competence, autonomy, and relatedness.


Theorizes two primary basic needs (health and autonomy) necessary to avoid serious harm and engage in social participation. Civil, political, and women's rights are prerequisites for culturally specific ways of satisfying intermediate needs, including food, water, housing, health, childhood security, significant primary relationships, economic security, and basic education.


Maslow presents his hierarchical theory of human needs (including physiological needs, safety needs, belonging/love, and self-actualization).

**Philosophical Discussions**

There is a growing philosophical consensus that the concept of needs is essential to moral and political philosophy. Doyal 1998 utilizes philosophical methods to debate developments in human needs theory. In one collection of the philosophical literature on needs, Thomson 2005 identifies fundamental needs satisfaction as a necessary condition for the avoidance of serious harm. Strongly criticizing John Rawls's theory of social justice for not having incorporated the notion of vital need (Rawls 1977), one major philosopher, David Wiggins 2005 comes down squarely on the side of the centrality of universal rather than relativist conceptions of human needs, stressing their importance for the philosophical understanding of social justice. Philosophical literature on needs has accelerated substantially over the past ten years (Noonan, 2014). Needs theory is now being applied to the study of global social justice and the critique of capitalism as an economic system (Brock, 2009; Noonan, 2014).

Brock sees human needs theory (and not only capabilities theory) is essential to the consideration of global social justice. Absolutely necessary needs are those which are indispensable and inescapable in order to achieve autonomy and engage in human social participation. Social policy should strive to harmonize needs, entitlements and incentives.


Contains philosophical discussions of human needs. Restates and reasserts the objectivity and universality of needs, despite the strength of subjective feelings people have about individual needs and the reality of cultural differences in how needs are met.


Addresses human vulnerability and dependence as a neglected aspect of the human condition. When human agency is seriously endangered, fundamental needs such as bodily integrity, shelter, nutrition, social inclusion, and emotional attachment must be addressed in order to avoid significant harm, enable purposive action in the social world, and achieve self-determination.


There is an infrequently cited but growing and extensive philosophical literature concerned with human needs. Such perspectives can provide the basis for a fuller critique of capitalism and inform a vision for human flourishing.


In this restatement of his distributive theory of justice, Rawls states that justice does not require an equal division of social primary goods but it does require equal rights and liberties as well as equality of opportunity.


Distinguishes instrumental needs from fundamental needs, which the author defines as uncircumstantial and unavoidable necessary conditions for avoidance of serious harm.
Wiggins, David. 2005. An idea we cannot do without: What difference will it make (e.g., to moral, political, and environmental philosophy) to recognize and put to use a substantial conception of need? In The philosophy of need. Edited by Soran Reader, 25–50. New York: Cambridge Univ. Press.

Criticizes conceptions of justice that do not incorporate concepts of need. Supports a precautionary principle that supports social policies that focus on meeting present human needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their human needs.

**Marxian, Neo-Marxian, and Feminist Approaches**

Marxian and feminist theories have long influenced the progressive tradition in social work, and have included debates about the degree to which human needs are universal or relative, are consistent with Marxism or likely to reinforce social oppression, or are philosophically rigorous or value laden. The socialist feminist work of Fraser 1989 prioritizes the discursive nature of needs identification. Heller 1976 contends that Karl Marx viewed needs as relative to the relations of production and that under capitalism needs were transformed into wants. However, others contend that Marx made a clear distinction between wants and needs (Springborg 1981). More recent work reinterprets Marx's theory of needs (Hughes 2000) and concludes that Marx identified the primacy of needs (Lebowitz 2003). Noonan 2004 criticizes rights-based theories of liberal democracy for giving primacy to property rights over demands for human needs satisfaction. Noonan 2012 criticizes theories of need that are not sufficiently expansive, in that they rest upon the logical foundation of avoidance of serious harm, at the sacrifice of advocacy for human liberation. The work of Sarah Clark Miller 2012 and Brock 2009 are examples of feminist philosophical literature stressing that human needs theory is required in moral and political philosophy. For Miller 2012 needs are not weaknesses, but are aspects of the human condition that must be addressed with both rationality and caring.


Uses a socialist-feminist analysis to identify unequal discursive power among groups engaged in struggles over needs. Distinguishes between thin (basic) needs and thick needs, which are service or policy needs often debated in relation to thin needs. She proposes stressing needs identification rather than needs satisfaction.

Sees in Karl Marx a qualitative and relativist distinction between the essentially manufactured needs for commodities under capitalism and the system of radical needs that would emerge among cooperating individuals under communism.


This historical materialist approach to social ecology criticizes Heller 1976 and reinterprets Karl Marx's view of human needs as being consistent with the philosophical priority given to avoidance of serious harm.


Reinterprets Karl Marx's theory of history to identify the primacy of needs, with social change taking place when people recognize that the existing social structure no longer permits the satisfaction of the very needs generated at that point in history.


Gives specific content to the concept of serious harm, by identifying the serious harm of compromised agency. Reasons that when needs are denied, compromised agency demands a response that restores self-determination. Utilizes a feminist perspective that considers relational, caring and emotional abilities to be central to building, maintaining and restoring human agency.


Argues that classical and contemporary liberal democratic theories assume that human rights and property rights are the foundation of political democracy. However, property rights may conflict with the abilities of social struggles to ensure that basic human needs are met. This requires a more advanced conceptualization of social democracy.


Noonan (2012) critiqued THN and other needs theorists if and when they prioritize universal, organic life requirements for survival over more
comprehensive concepts of need, since doing so would confine the conceptualization of social justice to those needs which could conceivably be met within the existing structures of capitalism.


Critical of Abraham H. Maslow, Springborg stresses the distinction between wants and needs. She points out that Karl Marx’s dissertation cited Cicero’s typology of desires, including those that are natural and necessary, those that are natural but not necessary, and those that are neither.

**Capability Theory and Other Political Economic Theories**

Political economic and capability theories have been strongly influenced by conceptions related to human needs. The institutional economics of Karl Polanyi and K. William Kapp provide an intellectual alternative to the assumptions of classical liberalism (Berger and Steppacher 2011). Kapp’s work anticipated current debates about the relationship of human needs and social sustainability (Gough, 2014). The political economic work of McMurtry 1998 was influential on Noonan 2006, who contended that human needs are fundamentally compromised without significant change in the system of property rights. The relative value needs theory and the capability theory of Sen 1985 and Nussbaum 2000 has been a major source of conceptual confusion. Recently, a volume edited by Nussbaum has included an essay by Gough 2014 explaining the distinctions between needs and capabilities. For Sen 1985, as is the case for Gough, basic forms of democratic rights are necessary to engage in social participation and establish claims for the right of need satisfaction. Nussbaum built on Sen 1985 in order to further theorize a list of universal human capabilities, which she saw as relevant to developing constitutional provisions ensuring these capabilities can be achieved. Arguably, the salience of particular human need satisfiers is different at various points in the human life course, depending on how various agential capabilities evolve or are endangered, thus reducing the ability to avoid harm. This is shown by Miller’s 2012 example of variation across the life course in our need to establish, maintain, or reestablish agency (see Philosophical Discussions above). O’Neill 2011 cites Sen (1984) as making the point that the concept of needs is more passive than the concept of capabilities, but responds that needs should not be seen as weaknesses. Similar conceptual confusion also sees assets and strengths as preferable concepts to needs.

Gough explains that both needs theory and capabilities theory support universalism, and stress the limits of cultural relativism. Both invoke strong moral claims on societal obligations. A chart is presented contrasting the two theories. The two theories are seen as addressing a basically similar agenda.


The authors relate how Kapp discussed bio-cultural needs and issued a call for the reintroduction of human needs into economic theory, as well as for a social welfare minimum designed to ensure basic needs satisfaction.


This criticism of the absence of needs concepts in classical and contemporary economics proposes a concept of needs associated with the deprivation of conditions that reduce human organic capability. His work was influential for Noonan 2006.


Contends that needs-based concepts are central to moral philosophy and ethics. Proposes a reconceptualization of democracy that is needs based rather than rights based. Points out that certain property rights might need to be subordinated to the requirements of human needs satisfaction in order to achieve a fully democratic society.


Needs concepts are often avoided because they are equated with neediness or dependence, which are negatively construed. Discourse is biased in favor of a focus on agency and on people as actors, rather than on people as being passive or dependent.


Drawing upon Sen 1985, further develops a list of universal human capabilities, the threshold level of which can be the basis for constitutional provisions.

Argues that social and political participation are correlated with basic political and liberal rights and the exercise of the claim that economic needs be respected.

**Doyal and Gough's Theory of Human Need (THN)**

Drawing upon the philosophical expertise of Len Doyal and the economic training of Ian Gough, a fully construed theory of human needs (THN) was constructed. The theory shows the social preconditions for meeting two basic human needs, health and autonomy, seen as necessary for avoiding serious harm and engaging in social participation. Varying by culture and environment, specific satisfiers are used to address a number of intermediate needs that are prerequisites for meeting health and autonomy needs. Additional social preconditions, including human rights and cross-cultural communication, are required for achieving the critical autonomy necessary for critical participation in one’s chosen way of life. The theory of human need (THN) was designed to permit empirical testing of its constructs (Doyal and Gough 1991). During the 21st century, there is a growing use of the THN as well as self-determination theory (SDT, see next section). Recently, THN was used in the first full-length account of the relationship of human needs and social policy (Dean 2010). Also, THN has been used in Brock’s work on global social justice (see Philosophical Discussions above) and in Miller’s work on the ethics of need (see Marxist, Neo-Marxist, and Feminist Approaches). Also, although still critical of THN, James Ife 2013 provides a lengthy rendition of the central tenets of THN with respect to the universalism and relativism of human need. Ryan and Sapp 2007 contribute to a volume edited by Gough, where they discuss the fundamental compatibility of SDT and THN. Gough 2014 presents an electronically accessible copy of the original theory chart from *The Theory of Human Need* (Doyal and Gough, 1991). In this work he also explains the centrality of human needs theory for ongoing debates about social and environmental sustainability. In recent years, THN is also beginning to be used in the social work literature (Axford 2010; Dover 2013).


Draws on THN to examine the British child welfare discourse on social exclusion (which stress inclusion and structural change) and needs-led approaches (which focus on reducing harm and enhancing participation).


Places THN within the larger context of needs and capabilities theory generally. Clarifies the confusion regarding the use of human needs theory in social work, social policy, and social science. Utilizes needs concepts to discuss poverty and inequality, social exclusion, and the relationship of needs to rights.

THN theorizes significant primary relationships as necessary for health and autonomy needs. SDT theorizes relatedness as one of three basic psychological needs. The provision of relationship, even when constrained by the agency setting, has intrinsic value for addressing human needs, in addition to other services provided.


Theorizes two primary basic needs (health and autonomy) required to avoid serious harm and engage in social participation. Civil, political, and women's rights are prerequisites for culturally specific ways of satisfying intermediate needs, including food, water, housing, a nonhazardous environment, health, childhood security, significant primary relationships, economic security, and basic education.


Draws on THN to discuss climate change and sustainability. Points out that climate change could result in less intensive demands being made on the environment, producing both more leisure and a refocusing on basic needs. THN can be used in longitudinal research on consumption, environmental decline, and well-being.


Suggests a methodology for mobilizing communities to define needs. Defines a needs statement as both normative and descriptive, thus reflecting both preferences for changed conditions and the realities of the present situation, as perceived by the persons making the statement. Constructs a typology of types of needs statements.

Clarify how THN and SDT posit an objective basis for the human needs and psychological needs, seen as universal across all human cultures, despite being addressed differently. Both theories see autonomy as a basic need and both see optimal autonomy as required for actualization (SDT) or liberation (THN).

**Deci and Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory (SDT)**

Self-determination theory (SDT) is the most influential post-Maslowian psychological theory of human need, and is increasingly being utilized in social work research (Blakey, 2012; Law, Shek and Ma, 2013). Self-determination theory identifies autonomy, competence, and relatedness as universal psychological needs (Ryan and Deci 2000, Ryan and Deci 2001). This micro-level approach to human needs is seen as compatible with the overarching Doyal-Gough theory (Gough 2004, Camfield and Skevington 2008). Self-determination theory has roots in the humanistic tradition within psychology, but is also used in personality, developmental, cognitive and social psychology. The theory used at both the macro and micro levels. A large body of hundreds of journal articles and dissertations has drawn on SDT. The theory is eudaimonic in nature, with its focus on self-realization stressing that needs for relatedness, competence, and autonomy must met as a condition for psychological growth (rooted in autonomous motivation), human integrity within culturally specific settings, and well-being generally. Well-being in this theory is bounded to the realms of psychological health and life satisfaction. Thus, SDT applies various measures of hedonic well-being, such as indexes of subjective well-being. However, SDT sees such measures as outcome measures for well-being. Satisfaction of basic psychological needs is a perquisite for well-being. The theory distinguishes autonomous and controlled motivation, with the former being valued and volitional and the later being coerced. Given the vast literature on this theory, the reader is advised to consult the accessible lecture of Deci 2012 and the most recent rendition by Ryan and Deci 2011, as well as their earlier works cited above.


Draws extensively on SDT to support research on family reunification. The study concerns the roles of intrinsic motivation and external motivation among African-American women.


Uses the concepts of autonomy and eudaimonism (integration of and realization of actualized potential) as a conceptual bridge between Ryan and Deci 2000 and Doyal and Gough 1991 (in Doyal and Gough's Theory of Human Needs).

In this accessible video, Edward Deci, co-developer of self-determination theory (SDT) explains the basic tenets of the theory and its evolution and applications to research and practice. Explains the similarities of extrinsic motivation and SDT’s concept, autonomous motivation. Social learning can produce internalization that leads over time to intrinsic motivation.


Discusses the parallels between Ryan and Deci 2001 and the Doyal-Gough theory of human needs, in particular the mutual stress on autonomy.


This example of the use of self-determination theory utilizes SDT’s discusses the potentially problematic reliance upon extrinsic motivation for social behavior such as volunteering among adolescents.


The authors present their self-determination theory (SDT), in which autonomy, competence, and relatedness are essential to psychological growth and needs fulfillment.


Distinguishes between hedonic conceptions linking well-being and happiness to pleasure and eudaimonic conceptions correlating well-being with the actualization of human potential. Both conceptions are seen as useful in a multidimensional understanding of well-being.

Ryan and Deci summarize self-determination theory. Explain why autonomy is necessary (along with relatedness and a sense of competence) to the achievement of human well-being. Well-being is linked to human relationships, contributions to a community, and pursuit of personal growth. Life goals that distract people from addressing needs thwart the well-being.

**Nursing Theories**

As social work becomes increasingly involved in the growing field of interprofessional care, it is helpful to explore how theories of human need are utilized in other allied health professions, in this case nursing. The philosophy of nursing has long been rooted in conceptualizations of human need (Johnstone, 2011), including the identification by nursing theory pioneer Virginia Henderson of 14 basic needs of patients (Dijkstra, et al. 2011). Fortin 2006 traces the evolution of nursing’s use of human needs theory. Recently, there is increased use of formal theories of human need in nursing literature. For instance, a recent debate in nursing about alternatives to positivist perspectives has sought to link a realist ontology with human needs theory (Porter and O’Halloran, 2012). The implications of this theory for patient care are also discussed in terms of informing value-based augmentation of the implications of evidence-based nursing care (Porter, O’Halloran and Morrow, 2011). Powers 2006 is concerned that needs might be construed as deficiencies and that needs-based approaches might result in oppressive approaches to nursing practice. Others, however, use critical theory to propose humanist discourse about need (Holmes and Warelow 1997) or introduce a transcultural approach to reconciling objective human needs with culturally informed nursing practice (Kikuchi 2005).


Uses Henderson’s list of patient care needs to construct a Care Dependency scale, without reference to more recent theories of human need.


This literature review of human needs theory in nursing is counterpoised in the same edited collection by the critical approach to needs concepts provided by Powers 2006.

Explains how theories of human needs underlie political ideologies and nursing practice. Since theories of needs are ultimately socially constructed, needs must be articulated in a humanistic manner, as part of a theory-practice praxis, ensuring needs don’t buttress consumerist notions of infinite demand.


Nurse theorists have long drawn on theories of universal human need to clarify nursing’s professional responsibilities to patients. Nursing should more fully conceptualize justice a basic need, in order to articulate nursing’s responsibilities to oppose unjust treatment of patients and to work for social justice generally.


Responds to critiques similar to those later presented by Powers 2006 as well as to proposals for culture-specific theories of nursing. Suggests instead a culturally sensitive transcultural theory of nursing that retains conceptions of objective human needs.


Draw upon THN to discus how nursing care can stress patiency empowerment and autonomy. Identify an ethical dilemma faced by proponents of reliance upon evidence-based nursing, between effective means and unacceptable ends. Nursing care decisions require a theoretically informed set of values, not merely a procedural guide to interventions.


As an alternative to positive approaches to nursing research, propose a realist ontology, and raise substantive questions about conceptualizing need, want and desire. Identify THN as compatible with a realist perspective. Realist ontology and human needs theory can provide nursing with the rational for a re-focus on nursing relationships.

Traces the substantial history of needs concepts in nursing. Notes concern that the concept remains undertheorized and that it stresses human deficits. States that needs-based approaches risk perpetuating oppression.

**Religion, Spirituality, and Human Needs**

The major Abrahamic religions have all developed conceptions of human needs, including Judaism (Heschel 1965), Islam (Ismail and Sarif 2004), and Christianity (Hugen 2004). Spiritual or religious practices are seen as an important aspect in many conceptions of human needs (Canda 2008). Neither THN nor SDT have an explicit component for understanding human spirituality. However, the theories give significant attention to human relationships and relatedness. Thus, relevant literature includes work such as that of David Gil 2004 on the social/psychological needs for human relationships of the I-Thou type (Buber 1937). Seen from this standpoint, there is conceptual value in more broadly defining human relationships to include those arising from the practice of religious rituals found in all human cultures (Rappaport 1999). Heschel (1965) stressed the importance of feeling needed, and saw the essence of being human as related to face to face concern with addressed the needs of people. In *Totality and Infinity*, Lévinas stated (1969, p. 78): “There can be no ‘knowledge’ of God separated from the relationship with man.” Although Lévinas approached the relationship between people from third-person standpoint rather than the second-person I-Thou relationships stressed by Heschel and Buber, the substantive implications of human relationships for human spirituality are arguably similar. For Lévinas, the root of religion is the encounter between the being here below of the I, and the transcendent being represented by the face of the elevated other. It is here where the moral dimension enters the ethical relationship. In the thought of Buber, Heschel, and Lévinas, the path to the divine is blocked in the absence of those very relationships with our fellow humans seen as a basic human need by contemporary human needs theory.

**Buber, Martin 1937. *I and Thou*. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press.**

The “I-Thou” relationship was something fundamental to relationships among people, with such relationships invoking as well a relationship with God.


Describes how social work has increasingly recognized spirituality and religion as important aspects of human needs and diverse cultures.

Grounds his perspective on human needs within the context of human relationships, which are seen as fundamental both for human survival, for self-actualization, and for addressing spiritual needs.


Discusses human needs in relationship to both rights and obligations. Although there is a minimum of needs for all people, there is no maximum level common to all. Heschel stresses the need to be needed and the needs of people in relationship to the needs of God.


Discusses the role of faith-based practice in responding to people in need.


Stresses that human needs transcend the material and that the motivation to work is and should be subordinate to the need to serve God.


As opposed to second-person “I-Thou” relationships, stresses third person relationships. There is a fundamental ethical (as opposed to informational) force that requires a person to respond to the expressions of the third person other. Stresses an intersubjective, transcendent, asymmetrical responsibility to the other, rather than a reciprocal responsibility.


This anthropological work integrates the author's lifetime of research on the centrality of religious ritual across many cultures. Religious practices are shown to be central to the evolution of human culture.

Social Work Practice
There are few extant models for social work practice that have human needs as a central concept. Reynolds 1992 distinguishes between the needs of people and the needs of society. Joseph 1986 contends that human needs concepts should be central to community organizing. The strengths perspective is often seen as an alternative to focusing on needs (Saleebey 2006), but one human strength is our persistent pursuit of the satisfaction of our needs and wants. The goodness of fit approach of the ecosystems-based life model of practice incorporates needs concepts (Germain and Gitterman 1980). Dover and Joseph 2008 conclude that with further development both the strengths perspective and the ecosystems perspective can provide the basis for further integrating human needs concepts into social work practice theory. In the first peer-reviewed article on human needs to appear in a major social work journal in recent decades, Jani and Reisch 2011 advance the discourse on human needs in social work by critiquing implicit assumptions in human behavior literature that fail to recognize the culturally variant manner in which human needs are addressed. They go on to present a transformational integrative multidimensional evolutionary (TIME) model which conceptualizes human needs in a developmental manner that incorporates cultural diversity. As one example of how relevant recent advances in the philosophy of human need are for social work practice, Brock 2009 asks a question of central importance for social work and other helping professions. A needs-based ethicist, she points out people have a moral responsibility to help others to address their needs. Brock then asks (2009, p. 900): “What is it to enable someone to meet a need?” Despite the sparse current literature on human needs and social work practice, answers to the question posed by Brock require further conceptual development within social work theory.


Institutional arrangements must be in place to enhance a person’s own capacities, expand opportunities and provide for changes in social structures and the social and natural environment. Interventions vary depending on age and other aspects of a person’s ability to be enabled.


The authors contend that human needs are realized or restricted at the intersection of the individual and the social environment. Human needs theory and research could enrich the ecosystems perspective and contribute to a unifying paradigm for social work practice.

Criticizes approaches that tend to fit people's needs into the practice model being used. Emphasizes goodness of fit between life tasks, needs, goals, resources, and stimuli.


Call for re-thinking how needs are conceptualized. Social workers should recognize that human behavior involves a diverse set of adaptions within a changing environment, and adopt models for critical thinking about oppression. The authors present a conceptual model for enriching existing social work theoretical perspectives across multiple levels of intervention.


Argues that human needs should be an organizing principle for community organizing practice. This may require restructuring our society toward a more equitable approach to meeting needs.


Originally published in 1938. Points out that Virginia Robinson's more psychological approach to social casework promised a more egalitarian relationship with clients than previous instrumentalist, economic need–oriented approaches did. Identifies conflicting needs to which social work responds: the needs of clients and the need of society.


Saleebey is concerned that stigmatizing clients as needy could in turn lead to their disempowerment. However, the model's focus on client assets is consistent with the capabilities approach in human needs theory.

Social Policy

The Gil 1992 approach to policy analysis has long provided a tool for needs-based social policy analysis and advocacy. Despite earlier work that distinguished between service needs and human needs and introduced the concept of human capabilities, McKnight 1995 later criticizes needs assessment approaches that stress deficiencies. However, new approaches to needs assessment based upon human
needs theory have evolved. For instance, O’Brien 2010 concludes there is value for research in using theory of human need and also recognizing the need for struggles over the interpretation of needs. Gough 2000 explains that most nations have mixed economies in which the needs of people and the needs of capital could be reconciled, given advances in social production and social policy. Skevington 2009 points out that measures of quality of life often employ indexes that do not utilize theories of human need that recognize universally relevant and often unmet basic needs.


Study needs assessments of children's needs and concluded that future research should draw upon human needs theory such as that of Doyal and Gough, study outcomes such as well-being rather than outputs such as various measures of process and satisfaction, and better portray the seriousness of children's unmet needs.


Typologizes human needs as biological material, social psychological, productive creative, security, self-actualization, and spiritual in nature. Views social welfare policy from the standpoint of contributions to the meeting of human needs, which is required for achieving social justice.


Discusses the needs of people and the needs of capital in light of recent empirical research guided by theory of human need. The first chapter contains an over view of the Doyal-Gough theory.


This edited collection suggested a new paradigm for research on well-being, based upon concepts related to human functioning, capabilities and needs, resource use and livelihoods, and subjective well-being and happiness.

Criticizes the focus by helping professions on needs as deficiencies and proposes instead a focus on human assets.


Drawing on THN, points out the need to identify further specific objective health and autonomy needs and need satisfiers as well those subjective need interpretations. Stresses that needs should be seen both as requisites and as goals, and to use both developmental and ecological perspectives in address needs.


Studies quality of life in relation to poverty. Utilizes domains derived from human needs theory such as physical health (broadly conceived to include safe environment, food and water, shelter, etc.), as well as psychological factors, autonomy and independence, social relations, family life, spiritual practices, political and social rights, and other aspects of the social environment.

**Research**

Given the relatively recent development of theories of human needs that are amenable to empirical testing (something that was less feasible for earlier theories that were lists of disparate needs), it is only in recent years that empirical research based upon theories of human needs has begun to develop. This section includes a selective examination of research related to direct practice, gerontology, cross-national comparative social welfare, and needs assessment, focusing on works that draw explicitly upon various theories of human needs.

**Practice-Relevant Research**

Parallel to theoretical and discursive approaches to human needs, empirical research seeks to apply human needs theory to the conceptualizing concepts such as quality of life and subjective well-being that have important practice implications. For instance, efforts have continued to apply Maslow's theory of needs to practice (Harper, et al. 2003) and self-determination theory to the study of disclosure of HIV status (Gillard and Roark 2013). Research on subjective well-being and quality of life research has now evolved that explicitly integrates more recent human needs theory (Camfield and Skevington 2008; Karademas et al. 2008), including the Doyal-Gough theory (Little, et al. 2004; McMunn, et al. 2006). Camfield and Skevington 2008 point out that the concepts of autonomy and eudaimonism
(integration of and realization of actualized potential) provide a conceptual bridge between self-determination theory and theory of human need. In one of the first empirical studies in a major social work journal, *Social Work in Health Care*, Thomas, Gray, and McGinty 2012 draws on self-determination theory and the theory of human need as well as other needs theory in their research on homelessness.


Recognize objective and subjective aspects of well-being and quality of life. Conclude that based upon research findings, subjective well-being (SWB) and subjective QoL are really synonymous. The authors differ on whether subjective well-being research is increasingly superfluous, given the quest to better theorize the multidimensional nature of quality of life.


Apply the basic needs component of self-determination theory to research on levels of autonomy, relatedness, and competence. Higher levels of needs satisfaction were found to be positively correlated with disclosure of HIV status.


Children in crisis are children whose basic needs have not been met. The authors criticize prevailing Western mental health approaches for failing to utilize needs concepts. They propose a cross-cultural counseling approach that focuses explicitly on ensuring that a child's material and psychological needs are met.


This empirical report of a study of perceived primal threats is based upon a combination of two theories of human needs that include four components of basic needs: social integration, self-preservation, personal identity and growth, and worldview.

The authors report that in England and Wales legislation promotes the use of needs concepts in assessment and intervention. Using the Doyal-Gough theory to assess needs of children at risk, they explain that the related concepts of risk and protective factors are one basis for the assessment of needs during child development.


Their theory of role quality centers on agency, seen as synonymous with autonomy. Unmet autonomy needs can prevent the meeting of health needs. Patriarchal structuration of family and work roles can limit the ability to express agency (in other words, achieve autonomy), thus negatively impacting health outcomes.


Utilizes a strengths-based approach and human needs theory to research on subjective well-being among homeless people.

**Gerontological Research**

Gerontological research has been an area in which human needs theory has been utilized (Schröder-Butterfill and Marianti 2006). One sociologist of aging explicitly endorses the theory of human need of Doyal and Gough (Estes 2008). Increasingly convergence between human needs theory–based research and more data-driven approaches has developed (Blane, et al. 2004; Wiggins, et al. 2008). THN has been utilized in quantitative research designed to compare quality of life in one country (Ireland) to international data (Layte, Sexton, and Savva, 2013). This study and numerous other studies rely upon the CASP-19 index of quality of life amongst older persons, which was developed with reference to THN.


Their needs theory–based measure of quality of life has two domains: control (freedom from) and autonomy (freedom to). Quality of life in early old age is largely independent of the circumstances of early life, and it is therefore possible to design policies that can enhance quality of life in early old age.

From a gerontological perspective, states agreement with the Doyal-Gough theory that human needs are universal and transcultural.


Utilizing the CASP-19 index, measures of physical and mental health informed by needs theory, along with levels of social and financial circumstances were strongly associated with levels of quality of life.


Applies both the capabilities approach and the Doyal-Gough theory to the development of a conceptual framework for understanding vulnerabilities among older adults.


Using the CASP-19 scale and citing human needs theory, this study found that physical occupational exposures affected quality of life through its impact on physical health and mental health.


Relying upon the Doyal-Gough theory of needs, derives an empirical model to conclude that both biological and social needs satisfaction are important for a self-enumerated quality of life measure, which includes control, autonomy, self-realization, and pleasure.

**Cross-National Comparative Research**

One major application of human needs theory has been in cross-national comparative research on human well-being and needs satisfaction. More recently the
empirical findings of the human capabilities approach have been assessed (Clark 2005; Nussbaum 2000; Sen 1985). This research has been compared to findings based on the Doyal-Gough theory (Clark and Gough 2005). The value for cross-national well-being research of a variety of interdisciplinary macro and micro theoretical perspectives has also been discussed (Gough and McGregor 2007). Research has proceeded using human needs theory for cross-cultural comparative researching, via both qualitative and quantitative methods (Chen 2012; Skevington 2009).


Sought to portray the value of solo researcher cross-national comparative study of long-term care policies. The conceptual underpinnings of the study were human needs theory and theories of successful aging.


Sen 1985 reconciles utilitarian approaches that focus on mental constructs of optimal well-being and resource approaches that emphasize the material foundation of well-being. Agrees with THN about the need for expanding the list of capabilities and distinguishing how they reinforce or conflict with each other.


Nussbaum's model (Nussbaum 2000) comes under scrutiny in this chapter. Compares her model to Sen's more open-ended approach to capabilities (Sen 1985), to work on identifying human needs (Doyal and Gough 1991), and to Clark's empirical approach to the values of particular groups (Clark 2005).


The Doyal/Gough theory was designed from the outset for its value in cross-national comparative research, although it is applicable at a number of levels of observation.

Summarizes the relationship of various theories of human needs and human rights, as applied to cross-national research on levels of human well-being.


This edited collection suggests a new paradigm for research on well-being based upon concepts related to human functioning, capabilities and needs, resource use and livelihoods, and subjective well-being and happiness.


Builds on Sen 1985 in order to further explain the concept of human capabilities. Draws conclusions regarding the utility of this approach for social policy development.


Sen presented the concept of capabilities and compared them to rights, which may not be realized in the absence of the ability to function in various broad and more specific manners.

**Needs Assessment Research**

The reduction of human needs to service needs is decried by McKnight (1989), although his work is better known for its stress on assessing community assets. One review of the place of needs theory within needs assessments in health care stresses the need for more theoretically informed needs assessments (Harrison, Young, Butow and Solomon 2013). There is some research support for the view that clients and providers differ in their views of needs. For instance, Darling, et al. 2002 find that when conceptions of needs of clients and providers are compared, clients are more focused on basic human needs and providers are more concerned with the service needs they perceive clients to have. Some needs assessment research that does distinguish between service needs and human needs, using a human needs theory–guided approach. The Doyal-Gough theory is used in two book-length approaches to community-based needs assessment (Percy-Smith and Sanderson 1992; Percy-Smith 1996). The more recent emergence of theory-informed community profiling in Great Britain has now been applied to social work education (Baldwin and Teater 2009). Needs theory is also beginning to be used in social work journals for needs assessment (Axford, Green, Kalsbeek, Morpeth and Palmer 2009; O’Brien 2010;

The authors review needs assessments of children's needs and conclude that future research should draw upon human needs theory such as that of Doyal and Gough. Research should focus on outcomes such as well-being rather than outputs such as various measures of process and satisfaction.


Discusses the field education potential of a community profiling research project that utilized the Doyal-Gough theory of human needs.


Research on client views shows that they are more concerned with basic human needs than providers, who are more focused on service needs related to domestic violence, child abuse, and substance abuse.


Reviews the pros and cons of various theoretical perspectives on human needs and calls for more theoretically informed needs assessment of health care need.


Distinguishes between service needs and human needs and stresses the identification of human assets and capacities.


Concludes that human needs should be seen both as requisites and as goals that inform ecological and developmental approaches to child welfare practice.
Starting with THN, suggests also studying additional specific objective health and autonomy needs and need satisfiers, as well as the subjective interpretation of needs.


This two-part book begins by discussing theoretical and methodological aspects of needs assessment, drawing upon Doyal and Gough 1991 (see Cross-National Comparative Research), and others. The second part discusses needs assessment related to housing, health, and other areas.


This study applies the Doyal-Gough theory of human needs to community-based needs assessment, producing findings that distinguish both the extent of met and unmet universal human needs and the nature of expressed needs in Leeds, England.

**Human Needs and Other Key Social Work Concerns**

One aspect of social work's neglect of the concept of human needs has arisen from a lack of intellectual clarity about the relationship of human needs to other key concepts of concern to social work, including human rights, social justice, cultural diversity, and oppression. Arguably human needs is a foundational concept, one that underlies each of these other social work commitments. The nature of the relationship of human needs to each of these concepts has often been neglected. Alternatively human needs has been counterpoised to other concepts in a way that has either denied the centrality of human needs or placed more priority on the theoretical or political importance of the countervailing concept. There have, however, been several efforts to reconcile and clarify the relationship of human needs with other key social work concerns.

**Human Rights and Human Needs**

In social work, Witkin 1998 concludes that our concern for human rights is linked ultimately to our commitment to the right to human needs satisfaction. Reichert 2003 points out that declarations of human needs were originally at the root of promulgations of international human rights. Wronka 2008 adds that human rights provide the legal framework for insisting that human needs be met. Other disciplinary perspectives with value for social work consideration recognize the relationship of needs to rights and conclude that the human obligation (responsibility) to meet needs should be prioritized (O'Neill 1998). Reexamining the relationship between rights and needs, Noonan 2005 suggests the path toward a
fuller social democracy, in which needs take primacy over some property rights. More recently, there is a more fully theorized recognition that human rights theory would benefit from a grounding in conceptualizations of human need (Dean 2008; Miller 2012; Floyd 2011).


Draws upon the concept of needs interpretation and on THN to argue that human needs can be translated into claims and asserted as rights.


Reviews three books on human rights which fail to ground rights in objectively demonstrable and universally valuable human needs. Argues that work rooted in human needs theory would help establish consensus for the enforcement of human rights.


Human rights should be based on conceptions of human need. Discusses how to resolve three problems with doing so: defining objective needs at the individual and societal levels; resolving conflicts between the needs of some and those of others, and preventing any over-focus on material needs from weakening the importance of social participation rights.


Explores how Western conceptualizations of rights often prioritize property rights in a way that can ultimately prevent the meeting of human needs.


Explores the relationship between human needs and human rights and suggests the value of considering human obligations.

Reveals how declarations of need were the basis of statements about human rights, such as article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.


Explores how social work's concern for human rights is rooted in its concern for human needs and the role of rights in upholding and fostering needs.


Views human rights as the cornerstone of social justice and recognizes that human rights provide the legal mandate for meeting human needs.

Social Justice and Human Needs

There is growing philosophical consensus that social justice cannot be conceptualized or achieved without incorporating the concept of human needs (Brock 2005). Wakefield 1988a and Wakefield 1988b draw upon human needs theory to discuss of the use of the concept of distributive justice within the helping professions. Olson 2007 conceptualizes a needs-based formulation of social justice for the social work profession. Gil 2008 reiterates that better conceptualizations of social justice are needed, that they must rest upon conceptualizations of human need, and that they must be better articulated. Political science research has found that people tend to adopt a view of social justice that recognizes needs and fairness (Oppenheimer 2012). Similarly, research on social workers views show a multidimensional and contextual viewpoint towards social justice as fairness, respect and access to resources (McLaughlin 2011). The theory of human need of Doyal and Gough 1991 was designed specifically to amend theories of distributive justice by insisting that social inequality can not exceed those levels of goods and services available to all which optimize human needs satisfaction at levels that permit people to flourish.


Discusses empirical thought experiments that support the view that basic needs concepts and standards are required for a plausible view of global justice.


Minimally optimal levels of basic human needs for health and autonomy are possible in societies that have not institutionalized systems of civil and political rights and rights to need satisfiers. However, such rights and the cross-cultural
communication and critical autonomy they permit are required for socially just levels of social participation.


Grounds the conceptualization of social justice in his developed theorization of human needs and human relations.


Suggests a needs-based conceptualization of social justice based upon Maslow's theories as the basis for restoring social work's commitment to social justice.


Contends that one way social workers can pursue their obligation to advance social justice is via relationships with clients that utilize transformative respect and actively address human needs and human rights.


Proposes an important factor for evaluating levels of social justice is how well any society addresses the core human needs of citizens. Used thought experiments to show there are universally similar ways in which people understand of social justice as a mix of prioritization of need, efficiency, and just deserts.


Proposes a minimal distributive justice approach to the prevention of deprivation as social work's organizing value. Wakefield's concern with natural primary goods (health and mental health) involves consideration of social and psychological needs. No concept is more central to social work than needs, which should be distinguished from wants.

Wakefield draws upon Braybrooke 1968 to stress the importance for social work of a concern for universal and fundamental course-of-life needs (needs found in all people throughout the life course).

**Cultural Diversity and Human Needs**

Etzioni 1968 contends that human needs can be universal and yet met in culturally specific ways. Within social work this has been recognized at the theoretical level (Guadalupe and Freeman 1999), at the pedagogical level (Blake 1994), and at the level of the mission of the field as a whole (Mullaly 2001). There is growing recognition in the social work literature that of the importance of recognizing both human commonalities and cultural diversity, (Brydon 2012). For instance, an early pioneer of cultural competent practice has stressed the importance of understanding cultural common denominators (Vontress 2001). Also, one discussion of empathy and rapport in social work practice work concludes that understanding human similarities such as common human needs as well as human differences in how needs are addressed in various cultures are both important for culturally competent social work practice (Dover 2009).


Stresses the importance of including content about both common human needs and human diversity in social work education.


Recognizes all human cultures represent indigenous ways of address basic human needs.


Drawing on vignettes of practice, problematizes the theoretical assumptions that cultural familiarity is necessary for establishing rapport, which in turn is required for effective empathy. Empathic relationships can be rooted in understanding human needs and barriers to addressing needs rooted in oppression, dehumanization and exploitation.

Contributing to sociological discussions of the oversocialized conception of humankind, Etzioni makes an explicitly sociological contribution to human needs theory. He views human needs as universal, met in culturally specific ways, and amenable to empirical testing.


Criticizing postmodernist and cultural relativist approaches, Gough concludes that universal needs can be understood in the context of local needs satisfiers and of culturally specific subjective understandings of these needs and their satisfiers.


Explores how common human needs should be considered along with individual human differences. By drawing upon the need to consider both cultural similarities and differences, both modern and postmodern frameworks are relevant to cultural diversity.


Explains that social work's emancipatory mission requires recognition of universal human needs as well as the culturally specific ways they are met.


Advocates for recognizing cultural common denominators as part of efforts to advance cross-cultural counseling.

**Oppression, Dehumanization, and Exploitation and Human Needs**

Recent theoretical developments in philosophy and the social sciences have enabled the development of a social work–relevant typology of theories of oppression, dehumanization, and exploitation that has relevance for understanding the sources of injustice (Dover 2008). Each of these three sources of injustice can inhibit the ability of people and communities to meet their human needs in a way that is consistent with their human rights and with their culturally valued way of life. Gil 2013 defines oppression as incorporating economic exploitation and views social injustice as characterized by dehumanization. Van Wormer, Kaplan and Juby 2012 adopt a definition of oppression that incorporates exploitation, as does Appleby, et al. 2007. Marsiglia and Kulis 2009, however, conceptualize oppression as being group based.
This is also done by the feminist philosopher Ann E. Cudd, in the first full-length univocal theory of oppression (Cudd 2006). Cudd restricts oppression to group-based domination that is systematically coercive and unjust, and has material as well as psychological components. Cudd's definition of oppression, while consistent with a theory of animalistic dehumanization, is inconsistent with theories of mechanistic dehumanization (Haslam and Loughnan 2014). Cudd also clearly differentiates between oppression and economic exploitation. She denies that all forms of economic exploitation are inherently coercive. Hahnel 2006 identifies the manner in which systematic economic exploitation can take place in any social system characterized by the existence of economic inequality. As a result of these theoretical advances, oppression, dehumanization, and exploitation are theoretically differentiated (Dover 2008), and are utilized to develop a theory of systemic inequality that produces unjust restrictions on the ability of people and communities to address human needs in their culturally preferred manner (Dover 2013). These emerging conceptualizations of human need; human rights; social justice; social injustice; and oppression, dehumanization, and exploitation reinforce the central role for human needs theory in social work values, theory, and practice.


In presenting the first univocal theory of group-based oppression, Cudd contends that oppression has a common set of material and psychological features. She distinguishes oppression from exploitation, which she argues is not necessarily coercive and therefore is not necessary oppressive.


Introduces a typology of theories of oppression (Cudd 2006), dehumanization (Haslam 2006), and exploitation (Hahnel 2006) in conjunction with the presentation of a student-generated compendium of words and affective phrases associated with the experience of moments of oppression, dehumanization, and exploitation.


Augments the original theory chart of human need of Doyal and Gough (1991). Draws on a previous typology of three sources of injustice: oppression, dehumanization and exploitation (Dover, 2008). Adds a third column to the theory, to the left of its existing portrayal of the requirements for basic and just
levels of needs satisfaction, illustrating a partial theory of systematically unequal access to needs satisfiers.


Defines oppression broadly to include relations of domination and exploitation. Oppression is seen to include relations among individuals, groups, classes, and societies. Injustice is seen as involving the existence of dehumanizing and discriminatory states imposed by oppressors.


Describes how unjust outcomes are produced by transactions between unequal parties who have a formal social relationship in the context of an institutionalized environment. The resulting outcome should be considered a product of exploitation.


Review of theories of dehumanization, including discussion of earlier work that on a theory of animalistic dehumanization (in which one group treats another group as animals, that is, as subhuman) and of mechanistic dehumanization (which is group independent and which involves treating people as automata, that is, as nonhuman).


Employs a group-based paradigm of oppression, one that does not seek to expand the concept of oppression in a way that attributes all injustice to oppression.


Uses a broad definition of oppression that incorporates exploitation as an economic form of oppression. Injustice is linked to economic inequities, to unequal power relations, and to the denial of human rights.